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One hundred at Double Bay
for Zone 13 State Pairs event
DOUBLE Bay Bowling Club will host at least 100 players on Saturday,
February 24, when they compete in the first rounds of the 2018 Zone 13
State Pairs Championships.
Double Bay will sponsor the Championships over this weekend (February 2425) and on Saturday, March 3, with sectional play also being conducted at
Blakehurst, Earlwood Bardwell Park, Taren Point, Engadine, Grandviews and
South Coogee bowling clubs on Saturday and Sunday.
In all, 300 Zone 13 registered bowlers are competing in the event.
The championships are being played in four divisions where the largest
nomination of 55 entries is in the Open event, 51 teams nominated for the
Reserve Pairs (grades 5-7), while the Seniors (over-60 years) contest attracted a
list of 42 teams and the Veterans will be contested by 8 pairs of players over 70years-of-age.
First round matches start at 9 o’clock on Saturday morning for all divisions with
second round games due to start at 1 pm.
Sectional semi-finals and finals are scheduled for Double Bay on Sunday for the
Senior and Reserve divisions, while the Open championship is to be played at Taren
Point and Grandviews until the Section playoffs.
Double Bay will host all four Championship semi-finals and finals on Saturday,
March 3 from 9 am.
Double Bay has 16 teams participating in three of the four championship events.
The club has the one team contesting the Open, but it has a strong entry in the Senior
Pairs with a listing of 10 teams.
In the Reserve event Double Bay is represented by seven pairs from its Grade 5
pennant teams.
DOUBLE BAY’S ZONE PAIRS TEAMS – See page 2

Experienced teams seek
Zone 13’s Major Pairs title
DOUBLE Bay’s current Major Pairs
Champions, Gerald Weinberg and Arnold
Javen, head the club’s entry in the 2018 Zone
13 State Pairs Seniors Championship which Gerald Weinberg Arnold Javen,
starts on Saturday.
The Weinberg-Javen pairing are three-time winners of the Double Bay Major
Pairs having taken home the trophy in 2017, 2011 and 2009.
They will be playing on home turf when they open their challenge for the Zone
13 title in Section 3’s first round against the Taren Point team of P. McGregor
and L Symonds.
Two other Double Bay Senior Pairs entries are one-time club Major
Champions and both are playing at home.
Harold Jankelowitz and Les Lilian, who won Double Bay’s Major Pairs title in
2013, are in Section 4 and face T. Buckley and P. Stembridge from Earlwood
Bardwell Par k(EBP) in the first round.
The third club Major Pairs winning combination, Les Brem and Julian
Engelman, the 2014 champions, team again and are in Section 4 at Double Bay
where they have the benefit of a first round bye.
The Ray Jankelowitz and Michael Becker team in Section 1 is at Blakehurst
BC, where Brandon Conway and Doug King have a bye into the second round.
EBP will stage Section 2 matches, which include Double Bay combinations of
Pepe Glick-Harry Black and Werner Kos-Sol Caganoff, plus Peter GrunfeldJody Glasser, who go directly into the second round.
Section 3 has opening games for the two Double Bay combinations of Gerald
Raichman-Sid Glick and Bernard Fridman-Jack Kampel.

Fourteen teams in lower grade championship
Fourteen of Double Bay’s lower-graded players have entered for the Reserve
Pairs Championship.
Section 1 at Engadine BC has the Double Bay units of Eric Grusd-Peter Wyner and
Frank Mogor-Peter Erdos both of which drew first round byes, while Max ThomasSam Abrahams also have a first round bye in Section 2 at the same venue.
The pairs of Len Smith-Alan Simmons and Len Smith-Maurice Hurwitz have first
round matches in Section 3 at South Coogee.
Double Bay hosts play in Section 4 where Double Bay nominations Norman MorrisPhil Filler and Michael Rowley-Andy Baker, have the advantage of going direct into
round two.
Double Bay’s only team in the Open title is the pairing of Ian Ossher and
Trevor Rosenberg, who clash with the Clovelly duo of S. Wright and G.
Fitzjames in the first round at Taren Point.
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THE semi-finals of the 2017 Mixed Pairs championship were played last
week and both had dramatic last end incidents resulting in one-shot wins
which produced same score lines.

Last ends to end-all-ends in Mixed Pairs semi-finals
Brandon Conway and Barbara Shotland (pictured below right), who won the Mixed
Pairs title in 2015, last week were involved in an “usual” ending to the 2017 semi-final
which knocked out the multi-time Mixed Pairs winners,
Jack and Iris Kampel.
All four players are recognised as being the most consistent
and accurate bowlers in the men’s and women’s club ranks,
yet on the last end of their match, not one bowl was within
two metres of the jack.
It was a situation, which Jack Kampel, described as “a
nightmare, which kept him awake for a couple of nights”
because he and wife, Iris, were ahead 20-18 going into the
21st end.
The Kampels only had to defend the end to go into the final and make a bid to win their
seventh Mixed Pairs title at Double Bay.
But the pressure obviously told on all four players as the Conway-Shotland duo’s bowls
were way off the mark, but these appeared closer to the target
RESULTS
than those of the Kampels.
2017 MIXED PAIRS
The long measure was used to determine the outcome. It
showed
that Conway-Shotland had scored three shots to catapult
SEMI-FINALS
them into the final by a single shot.
Brandon Conway
From the start Conway-Shotland took charge and led 11-6 after
Barbara Shotland 21
d
10 ends and was still ahead 17-10 going into the 17th .
Jack Kampel
The Kampels hit back with a five count, then a single on the
Iris Kampel 20
18th and on the 20th end grabbed four shots to hit the front for the
Alan Saidman
first time at 20-18.
Rene Saidman 21
And that was when the most extraordinary last end of a mixed
d
Bernard Fridman
bowling semi-final started!
Judy Thomas 20

THE husband-and-wife team of Alan and Rene Saidman
(pictured below) produced the more consistent bowling when they defeated Bernard
Fridman and Judy Thomas on the last end of the 2017 Mixed Pairs semi-final on
Saturday.
They came from 19-20 going into the 21st end to score two shots to book their first-time
place in the championship round.
It was a dramatic few minutes of nail-biting bowling as Fridman drew a
resting toucher which neither of the Saidmans could change the situation.
That was until Alan Saidman's last bowl “ cracked an egg” and moved
the jack back for two shots and the match.
For most part the Saidmans held sway and were ahead 10-6 then 14-9.
On the 14th end Fridman scored a four to reduce the leeway to one shot
and by the 20th end he and Thomas were ahead 20-19.
And that was when dramatic last end of another mixed bowling semifinal started!
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BROTHER v BROTHER IN
MAJOR FOURS FINAL
BROTHERS will be in opposite teams in the
2018 Major Fours title following the semi-final
win by the combination skipped by Pepe Glick
on Sunday.
The Glick unit of Les Brem, Harry Black and
Gerald Weinberg, accounted for Eric Wainstein,
Abe Cohen, Ray Novis and Alan Sacks 25-14 to
Pepe Glick
Sid Glick
set up the final against Brandon Conway’s team in
which Pepe Glick’s brother, Sid Glick, is the lead
player alongside Gerald Raichman and Arnold Javen.
The only other time in recent years that brothers have
RESULT
opposed each other in a Major final was in 2012 when Ray
Jankelowitz and Harry Black won the Major Pairs from
2018 MAJOR FOURS
Harold Jankelowitz and Les Lilian.
SEMI-FINAL
Only once have the Glick and Jankelowitz brothers been
Les Brem, Harry Black
team mates in sides which have won a club Major event.
Gerald Weinberg, Pepe Glick 25
In 2006 the Glicks teamed with Gerald Weinberg to take
d
Alan Sacks, Ray Novis
out the 2006 Triples, while in 2010 the Jankelowitz pair
Abe Cohen, Eric Wainstein 14
combined with Les Lilian and Harry Black to win the
Major Fours.
The Glick unit was always in command against Weinstein’s four being 15-5 ahead at the
midway stage. A five count on the 16 end settled the issue for an 11-shot margin victory.
The final is on hold until the players have completed current Zone commitments.

NO ADVANCE IN ZONE 13 TRIPLES CHAMPIONSHIP
HOPES of a Double Bay team qualifying for the final rounds of the 2018 Zone 13
State Triples Championship were dashed early last Saturday at South Coogee
Bowling Club.
Double Bay had two teams qualified for the section semi-finals, but both were eliminated.
The Harold Jankelowitz, Les Lilian and Mark Sack team, which won two Section 1 games the
previous week, came up against the power-packed Engadine trio headed by David Ferguson, now
listed among the top players in the State, and went down fighting until they conceded the match
without playing the last two ends, when nine shots in arrears at 27-18.
Ferguson’s ability was evident as his team in the next match outplayed Bernie Melville’s trio from
Alexandria Erskineville 28-13 to win the section.
At the same time Double Bay’s entry of Brandon Conway, Phillip Joel and Paul Baker, came
up against the Alexandria Erskineville team skipped by Wal Picklum in the Section 4 semifinal.
THURSDAY,
The Picklum trio
MARCH 8
were too consistent
BOWLS
4.45 pm
and moved into the
followed
by
section final on a
BUFFET DINNER
comfortable 25-12
by Executive Chef
scoreline.
Paulo
The David
Ferguson team
MAJOR MEN’S CLUB
lost the final to the
AND MIXED TROPHY
Dave Axon trio
PRESENTATIONS
from Taren Point.
SEE CLUB
ALL DETAILS ON CLUB NOTICE BOARDS
by 23-16.
NOTICE BOARD
FOR ALL
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One night only ...

Twilight Bowls
and 2017 Trophy
Presentation

$25 PER
HEAD

ON THE GREEN with the Women’s Club
Grade 3 scores
first win in 2018
Pennant chase
DOUBLE Bay’s No 3
Grade Eastern Suburbs
District 2018 Pennant
team scored a 4-1 win
over
Clovelly
last
Tuesday, to make up for
Lesley Judelman, Judi Snider, Cynthia Katz, Kathy Passman
its loss in the opening
round the previous week.
It could have been a 5-0 result, but for the rink of Lesley Judelman, Judi
Snider, Cynthia Katz and Kathy Passman giving away six shots on the
penultimate end.
The other team skipped by Jan Frape with Rein Rowlands, Margo Michael and
Audrey Weinberg played a strong game and won 26-21.
Passman’s group was battling early with scores even at 10-all and then squared
on 14-14 apiece, before it gained the upper hand to forge ahead to 20-14.
On the 20th end the Double Bay four could not land a bowl near enough to the
jack to avoid a loss of six shots to have the game again all tied on 20-20.
The final end was close, but not close enough for Double Bay when the
measure gave one shot to Clovelly and the game 21-20.
RESULT: Double Bay 4 (46 ) to Clovelly (1) 42.

Randwick grabs all points in Grade 4
THE Grade 4 team at home to Randwick in a round
three encounter suffered a 5-0 loss last Thursday.
Both Double Bay rinks put up a solid fight, but team
experience proved the deciding factor as the Wendy
Engelander, Alma Goldman, Florrie Cohen and Barbara
Hower combination battled throughout before going
down 20-22.
Double Bay’s other side, had new member, Wendy
Perkins (pictured), skipping for Carol Engelman, Frankie
Grusd and Judy Bihari, and was just off the pace going down 17-23.
RESULT: Randwick 45 (5) Double Bay 0 (37).
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